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“THE FUTURE IS ALREADY HERE, IT’S JUST NOT 
EVENLY DISTRIBUTED.”

William Gibson



Change is Happening



What we thought the future would look like

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bji8fbpQDUo



The future as imagined in 2011

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wk146eGRUtI



The Future Isn’t Coming – It’s Here

Our lives are being  affected daily by new ideas and techniques. Some 
of these we see and some we don’t.
• The use of GPS, mechanization and robotics in our food production 

system to increase yield and keep prices low. Less than 2% of our 
population are farmers yet they produce enough inexpensive food to 
feed Americans and export to other countries. 

• Traffic monitoring systems 
• Smart cities
• Robots and AI doing manufacturing and other work



Farming today



Medical Miracles

• Personalized medicine 
• DNA to determine increased risk and best 

treatment
• Using your own immune system to treat 

cancer
• Constant body function monitoring and 

reporting
• Sleep monitoring
• Digital urinalysis for those at risk of kidney 

disease
• Bionic eye implants
• Medical Record Sharing
• Online doctors
• Robot surgery



Medtronic  
Guardian 

Connect with 
Sugar IQ



The BPM Core at-home heart monitor

Measures blood pressure and 
heart rate, takes an 
electrocardiogram and has a 
digital stethoscope to detect 
heart-valve irregularities. The 
devices syncs up with a 
smartphone, delivering test 
results in 90 seconds to an app 
called “Health Mate.” 



No more needles

Once ingested, a tiny device 
called Soma positions itself 
against the stomach wall and 
injects insulin into the 
bloodstream.



Linked Urinalysis monitoring

One in three American 
adults is at risk of 
Chronic Kidney 
Disease, yet more than 
70% don't get routine 
testing.
Have results sent to 
your phone and doctor.



Transportation

• Smarter Cars
• Hybrid and Electric vehicles
• More efficient automobiles and trucks
• Ride Sharing services
• Rental Scooters and Bikes
• More efficient rapid transit
• Self driving cars
• Flying cars (finally)



Smarter Cars

• Adaptive Cruise control
• Self braking
• Lane departure warning
• Rear Cross-traffic alert
• GPS mapping
• Voice control
• Headlights that adjust for curves
• Heads up display



Hybrid and Electric Cars

Hybrid and electric cars will 
reduce pollution and, along 
with other new models, will 
provide better safety and 
more convenience.



Ride Sharing and rental bikes and scooters 

Ride sharing services such as 
Uber and Lyft will allow Seniors 
to get out when they are 
unwilling or unable to drive 
themselves.

Bike, electric bike  and scooter 
rental services will provide 
convenient access to those 
devices for those who need them 
only occasionally. 



Self Driving Cars
Self driving (autonomous) cars are 
the future. While not quite here yet 
(perhaps with the 2022 models) 
they will eventually revolutionize 
driving. They will reduce accidents 
and road congestion.
While you could own your own car it 
is more likely that you will just 
summon one when needed.
This will be a revolutionary change 
for seniors who no longer drive but 
still wish to be active. 



More Efficient Rapid Transit

Smart Public Transit 
systems will be more 
reliable and better able to 
serve riders. Managers 
will be able to control 
systems and react to 
problems more quickly.
Apps allow riders to know 
when the next bus, 
subway or train is coming.



Flying Cars

Currently over 70 manufacturers are working on them

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJNACCPqFRQ



How We Live

• Smart Home
• Smart Appliances
• The Growth of Voice Technology
• Robotic assistance



Smart Homes

• Control lighting
• Control entertainment
• Control appliances
• Control heating and cooling
• Home Security



Smart Appliances

• Refrigerators that can show you what is inside without 
opening the door and can order when you get low on items

• Robot vacuums will keep your house clean
• Smart washers and dryers – start wash cycle with timer or 

from your phone for lower utility rates, receive notification
when done, determine how dirty clothes are and use the
correct water and detergent

• Smart ovens can be scheduled when to start or controlled 
from your phone.



Robotic assistance

• Robots are already being used in hotels to provide room service.
• Robots are being developed to assist seniors with taking medication 

and do household chores such as vacuuming.



How We Communicate

• Google Duplex
• Video Chat
• Social Media
• Email
• Texting



How We Learn

• Information providers
• Online Universities
• MOOC’s
• Khan Academy



How We Entertain Ourselves

• On demand music
• On demand TV
• Video Games
• Virtual Reality



How We Shop

• Online Shopping
• Grocery delivery
• Meal delivery
• Same day delivery
• Drone delivery
• Robot Delivery



Online Shopping

• Online shopping allows you to shop without leaving home
• Save money by being able to compare prices
• You don’t need to go from store to store to find just what you want
• Depending on where you live and where you shop you can get 

delivery from a few hours to a few days, often at no cost for shipping.



Grocery Delivery

• Home Delivery is available in Windsor from: 
• Safeway
• Raleys
• Whole Foods
• Smart and Final
• Instacart



Food Delivery

• You can now order from many restaurants for delivery, meaning you 
don’t have to drive at night to get good restaurant food (minus the 
service)

• Delivery services can be accessed from
Grubhub
Doordash
Uber Eats



Drone delivery

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98BIu9dpwHU



Robot Delivery

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peaKnkNX4vc


